
Why Choose Core HR? Follow Us on

HR can turn their attention to engaging and developing people. Rigid, legacy HR systems and manual processes will no 
longer prevent HR from cultivating relationships. And HR’s desired focus will come to life: making a difference in the lives 
of their employees. With Core HR, you can do everything from tracking time off to performance reviews painlessly.

REDUCE ADMIN TASK OVERLOAD

Employers are still wary of compliance but many HR leaders say the only way to reduce that anxiety is to take a proactive 
approach to compliance management. Protect yourself with the right documentation. With Core HR, you can store all 
employee forms in one convenient digital location, making your onboarding and termination consistent.

ENHANCE EMPLOYER PROTECTION

Employees don’t stick with a single company from hire to retire. Job hopping is the new norm. If employees  
don’t get frequent opportunities to learn and grow, or get timely feedback,  
chances are they’ll hop sooner rather than later. Core HR will help you  
schedule and execute performance reviews so you never miss  
an opportunity to provide feedback. 

IMPROVE EMPLOYEE RETENTION

HR departments are still held hostage by rigid legacy systems, but 
don’t expect that to last. In the next few years, look for HR teams  
in the SMB world to use technology to do two things: automate 
routine & repetitive tasks, and give back time to grow the  
company’s greatest asset: their people. 90% of Core HR users  
said Core HR significantly freed up time to tend to business needs.

BOOST PRODUCTIVITY WITH BETTER TALENT 

Why Choose Core HR?
 How much time do you spend answering the same questions 

from employees? How many hours do you spend filing PTO requests? Or using spreadsheets to calculate how 
much time an employee has left vacation? Forgetting when employee reviews are due or digging through last 
year’s paperwork to see salary history? Most people get into HR to make a difference but many get stuck in 
administration instead. Core HR gives you back time to focus on people.


